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Asking research questions
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Data driven decision making
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Protect wildlife
Monitor water quality
Plant native species
Clean up the coasts

Creating value through education
25,934 volunteer hours = $640,310*
*Value of a volunteer hour is calculated at $24.69
based on data from the Independent Sector.

FLORIDA

GTM Research
Reserve
Education is
Change on the
Ground
2019
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Improve
9,000+ citizen connections
though public outreach
 volunteer hours

"GTM has provided a
multitude of new and
varied experiences for
individuals on the autism
spectrum and their
families. The staff at GTM
is constantly seeking new
and different ways to
expand services for the
special needs community.
The staff and volunteers
are welcoming and
enthusiastic about sharing
their knowledge with every
visitor and student they
work with."
Katrina Ressa
Clinician
Center for Autism and
Related Disabilities (CARD)

"I cannot say enough
how impressed I am with
Guana’s dedication to
truly learn and
understand people
across the autism
spectrum and their needs
and interests. They truly
embody inclusivity.”
Elise Summa
Lead Clinician
Center for Autism and
Related Disabilities (CARD)

Creating a Reserve for Everyone
Since 2018, the GTM Research Reserve has been working on the GTM for All
initiative, a program to increase access to estuary education programs by
expanding on diversity, equity, inclusion for Northeast Florida community members.
The initiative began with a NERRA funded community stakeholder workshop held
through the Friends of the GTM Reserve that connected with representatives from
many communities including: Blind/low-vision, deaf/low-hearing, autism spectrum
individuals, intellectual and cognitive disabilities, as well as financial and distance
limitations.
Reserve staff and volunteers have been adapting and expanding programs to show
that all community members can display a passion for learning and contribute to
conservation efforts regardless of perceived challenges.

Program Improvements and Adaptations
In the summer of 2019, the Teachers on the Estuary (TOTE) program, "Interpreting
Data for Everyone," engaged local teachers with ways to increase accessibility to
estuary education. The teacher training also promoted many brainstorming
sessions which have guided proceeding adaptations to Reserve education
programming.
Other accessibility modifications have included: The creation of American Sign
Language (ASL) and closed captioned video versions of education programs to
improve on interpretation methods; the purchase of talking water quality equipment
to enhance the experience of data collection with blind/low-vision students; and
completing organizational training through KultureCity® to be sensory inclusive
(such as for community members on the autism spectrum).
GTM Research Reserve staff and volunteers have made many adaptations and
improvements to education programs, which have not only opened estuary
experiences to more community members, but have also helped with discovering
new ways to communicate and teach!

Florida's GTM Research Reserve is one
of 29 sites in the National Estuarine
Research Reserve System. Each site is
a state federal partnership that
combines research, monitoring, and
education to advance the understanding
and management of estuarine
environments.

